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What is the Trafficked 2 School Student Sponsorship Program? 

 

Through our student sponsorship program, the Volta Revival Foundation partners with 

donors and sponsors to provide life-changing opportunities to child survivors of fishing 

and domestic slavery in and around Ada, Ghana, West Africa. Sponsored students are 

enrolled in the highest performing school in the district with not only excellent academic 

instruction, but also music lessons, extra tutorials, art courses, and one-on-one mentorship. 

Additionally, we provide health care, hygiene kits, two meals a day, food help, clothing 

and shoes, family support, all books and school supplies, transportation for students living 

far from the school, living stipends when necessary and much more. We believe that due 

to the traumatic life experience of being enslaved our children need therapy and the ability 

to express themselves freely in order to heal. Our team is qualified to help our students 

with their trauma as we have a psychologist, and child development specialist, as well as 

multiple mothers on staff to provide them with the support they need. The program is 

coupled with our community and school monitoring program to keep data on child 

disappearances in the district, and our intervention program to bring and keep children out 

of the fishing industry. 
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Being a Sponsor 

As a Trafficked 2 School sponsor you will 

have the privilege of seeing how your small 

contribution and relationship with your 

student can flourish into a life long and life 

changing journey for both your family and 

your student! Throughout this journey VRF 

promises to send you quarterly student 

welfare reports which include your students 

grades, family and health status, a recent 

picture, and a handwritten letter from your 

student. You always have the opportunity to 

engage your student more through letters, 

video calls, and personalized gifts! 

Additionally, as an organization with a fully 

staffed volunteer house in Ada, Ghana you 

are welcome to come and meet your student 

in person! Our students love hearing from 

their sponsors, and the cultural exchange is 

rich and beautiful! 

Volta Revival Foundation is currently 

equipped with a staff of seven professionals, 

and we provide all of the above services to 

our students and sponsors based on the 

generous donations of our supporters and 

most importantly from the sponsors 

contributions. For a $45 monthly 

contribution we provide everything to your 

student, in addition to all our love and 

continued support for the student throughout 

their life. We expect our students to go on 

into university, training schools and other programs and to come back as the next 

generation ready to change their communities for the better, and to end they cycle of 

poverty and slavery! 
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Long Term Goals One Child at a Time:  

Breaking the Cycle of Child Trafficking in the Fishing Industry 

As a grass-roots community 

support organization, Volta 

Revival Foundation is 

highly concerned with the 

long-term sustainability of 

our projects. That’s why we 

have created our student 

sponsorship program 

because we believe that if 

you want to change a 

horrible cycle then you 

provide education and 

opportunity to the children.  

Child slavery trafficking is 

very common in our area 

where the income is low and 

the people are traditional 

fishermen and traders. Many 

parents from very rural 

fishing villages in Ada are 

targeted by fishermen with 

boats who work north on the Volta lake mostly in and around communities in Akosombo 

and Yeji. The fishermen may be relatives, friends or acquaintances of the parents, and they 

promise many things to the, often impoverished, parents such as education for their child, 

good food and accommodation, as well as payments made to the parents for the work of 

the child. The parents often believe the opportunities being offered by the fishermen are 

much better than what they can offer their own child, and therefore they lease the child out 

as a laborer who is not allowed to leave until their contract (usually 5-15 years) is served. 

This is how a child becomes the slave of a fisherman. Once the child is in the fisherman’s 

custody, the child will not be sent to school, instead they will be made to work 15-18 hours 

a day, be punished and abused often and for minor mistakes, be fed little, sleep in dirty 

quarters with many other children in the same position, and be forced to engage in 

dangerous work such as diving deep into lake Volta to untangle nets, and set traps. Other 
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tasks the child will be 

engaged in is net mending, 

fish scaling, boat 

maintenance, carrying heavy 

loads of fish and other items, 

wielding dangerous 

equipment, working all hours 

of the day and night, being 

used as fishing bait, and 

rowing the boat. 

Additionally, young girls are 

brought into this industry as 

domestic and sexual servants 

for the boy slaves and the 

fishermen. The girls will 

engage in fish selling, 

cleaning, cooking, net 

mending, and many other 

chores. The girls are also 

often raped, and used as child 

brides to the fishermen, or as 

sexual motivation for the 

boys in slavery so that they will not run away. Therefore, both boys and girls as young as 2 

years old are implicated in this form of child trafficking.  

Our Story 

 
The Volta Revival Foundation was created by love. 

Love of the people. Love of mama Africa. Love of justice and kindness. 

And love for each other. 

Volta Revival Foundation was manifested by the imaginations of two dreamers: Monique 

Vandenbroucke and Mershack Aklie who met in Ada Foah Ghana in the summer of 2016 

and together established VRF that December. 

Since that fateful day VRF has grown exponentially and many have come along side, 

caught up in out philosophy and vision including our projects manager Julius, our 

volunteer coordinator Era, our secretary Isaac, our chef Philipa, and our volunteer house 
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manager Aggie, along with  hundreds of Ghanaian volunteers and many international 

volunteers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In the three years we have been operational VRF has touched the lives of thousands, and 

directly impacted over 3,000 people with direct, and in some cases life-saving aid. Some 

of our accomplishments include: sponsoring the education of 19 children including 13 

child survivors of slavery, donated 50 bicycles to students living very far from their 

schools, campaigned and successfully kept two multinational corporations from displacing 

an island community without just resettlement, provided pure water to one island school 

and wind powered electricity to another, provided sanitation, health care, and electronics to 

a children’s home to ensure proper management; aided another local NGO in the 

establishment of one of the highest performing schools in the district, provided a 

resettlement clinic with equipment and needed medicines, ran over 15 youth sports camps, 

supported the Ada arts community with an arts revival competition, and we are currently 

creating monitoring and intervention programs to work towards ending the trafficking of 

children in Ada into fishing slavery on the Volta lake and river, as well as seeking funding 

for a tree planting project in the district to decrease erosion and the worst forms of climate 

change on our Ramsar protected coastal area. The Volta Revival Foundation is now 

stronger than ever, and getting better every day, and we want you to be a part of it, because 

if there’s anything we know, its that together we make a difference! 

Volta Revival Foundation is established both in USA and in Ghana. The Volta Revival 

Foundation is headed by a board of directors based in Bend Oregon, and is regularly 

audited in order to ensure transparency and financial honesty. 
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About Ada, Ghana 
 

 

Ada Ghana is situated between the Volta river and the Gulf of Guinea, near the Volta 

river estuary where the ocean and river meet. The Ada East and West districts are the most 

rural districts in the Greater Accra Region; Ada Foah is the district capital. The districts have 

not yet caught up with the rapid urbanization of surrounding areas though it has a good 

transport system and is about 2 hours away from the Accra airport. Coconut trees can be 

found along the coast as well as many species including hundreds of types of birds. The 

entire district is a Ramsar site and Biosphere reserve. The population of Ada is 

approximately 140,000 living in hundreds of communities. The main economic activities 

include salt mining, oyster mining, 
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fishing, farming, livestock rearing and trading. There is widespread poverty in the district: 

sanitation, and access to clean food and water are major factors, as well as low quality 

education. Regardless of these facts, the resilience of Adano (Ada people) is evident, and 

despite every challenge being placed in their way, many are creating a comfortable life for 

themselves, or are able to hold on and survive from day to day.  

 

The estuary of the Volta river is comprised of seven main islands with Twenty-Two 

communities living on the islands. The indigenes of the land are called Adas from various 

clans and There is a paramount Chief who is the overlord of the Ada State. The people of 

Ada speak the Ada dialect (Ada- Dangbe) of the Ga-Adangbe languages. The people of 

Ada are heterogeneous in terms of religion, and there are Christians, Moslems and 

Traditionalists. The major festival of the people of Ada is Asafotufiami which is celebrated 

in August every year and attracts tens of thousands of people from all over the world to 

witness it. 
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Become A Sponsor Today! 

 
Being a sponsor is a $45 monthly commitment (with $30 options available for those 

unable to make the cost but still wish to be sponsors) and provides one student with the life 

changing prospects which education and proper care provide! 

To become a sponsor today, please look through the current student profiles below  

Please reply to the email address VOLTAREVIVAL@GMAIL.COM with the following 

information: 

 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone contact: 

Student you wish to sponsor: 

 

Also, if you would like to, please take a moment to introduce yourself to your student by 

writing a short introduction to you, and you are also welcomed to attach a photo. We will 

print it out and deliver it to your student. Remember that your student lives in a very 

different context and may need some things explained which are not common for them. 

 

From our team at the Volta Revival Foundation, we would like to express our genuine 

gratitude for your generous monthly contribution to the future of one of these bright young 

students. 
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Testimonials from Survivors and Students in need of sponsorship 

 

NAME: Felix Agbesi  |  AGE: 14  |  GRADE: 5th 

Felix was born in Ada and later moved with his parents to Akosombo, a fishing community 

notoriously known for harboring children for fishing in the Volta lake. Felix was introduced to fishing in 

the Akosombo lake at the age of 5. Felix said he was used as child labor with many other children from 

different parents. The master of the fishing business is Felix’s father who has recruited other children to 

join the business. Felix narrated that fishing in the Akosombo lake is a very dangerous thing as children 

often get harmed by the numerous wooden stumps and also drown in the lake. Felix explained that, he 

was also forced to go to the farm on days that they don’t go on fishing. The farming and the fishing work 

get him tied a lot of the time. 

All this while, Felix’s grandmother in Ada was not happy that her grandson has not been put into 

school. She is against introducing young children to fishing and farming. According to Felix, it took the 

effort of his grandmother to rescue him from the fishing and farming in Akosombo when he turned 10. 

The grandmother then brought him to Ada to put him to school in the village. Unfortunately, the 

grandmother was unable to offer him the necessary support to go through school smoothly. Felix often 

struggled to get his school supplies until he was discovered by the team from Volta Revival Foundation. 

Felix thinks no child should be made to go through the experience he went through. 
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NAME: Ezekiel Apeyesi 

AGE: 17    GRADE: 6th 

Ezekiel was about four years old when his uncle forced him to work as a cow herding boy (cow-

boy). His father died when he was very young, and his mother moved to Accra, leaving him to live with 

his grandmother in Ada. Ezekiel worked herding a large group of cattle until he was 14 years old. During 

that time he was fortunate to meet a teacher who realized that the boy was being forced to labor without 

going to school and that he is very smart. The teacher advocated for Ezekiel to the uncle, pleading that he 

be put into school, the uncle was not happy but after the pleading of the grandmother as well he gave in 

and released Ezekiel from his forced contract. Ezekiel has been in school since he was 15, and has 

advanced from 1st grade to 6th grade in less than 3 years. All of his teachers recommend him as the best 

student in their class, and he aspires to become and electrical engineer.  

Recently, Ezekiel’s grandmother has died, she was the one who fed him all these years and now he 

is working as a moto driver in order to feed himself, and this work is threatening his dream of getting a 

full education. Ezekiel wants more than anything to become an engineer and has told us that if anyone can 

sponsor him, he will do all he can to make them proud and promises to come back and help the other 

cowboys like him. 
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Our Policies 

How VRF Operates Sponsorship 

The Volta Revival Foundation works closely with the Bobby and Bridget Sherman 

Children’s Foundation and the district education department, as well as the headmaster 

and teachers of our school. For every sponsored student, the parent /guardian must fill out 

a consent form and must be debriefed on the program and any incumbent expectations. It 

is made clear to all participants that the sponsor can, for any reason, discontinue their 

donations, resulting in loss of sponsorship. All students who lose sponsorship for this 

reason will be added back onto the website to find another sponsor.  

A student will lose sponsorship if the following occurs: the student is missing from school 

with no explanation for more than two weeks, or if the student has not completed their 

homework/exams for more than one month. If a student is struggling with the coursework, 

the Volta Revival Foundation will set up homework tutorials and lessons for the student as 

is required. 

How funds are distributed 

The Sponsor makes automatic payments of $45 every month through PayPal which is 

deposited into the Volta Revival Foundation bank account. Approximately $2 of each 

monthly donation will be used for the PayPal fee and the international withdrawal fee. All 

the funds from the sponsorship are used to support the student through: needed school 

supplies, clothes, school fees, books, instruments, tutorials, counseling, transportation, 

medical examinations and appointments, meals and groceries, family aid (lighting systems, 

water purification ect.), family visitations, monitoring, monthly cash stipend (in certain 

cases), and any other needs which may arise which are essential to the success of your 

student.  

All items bought for the student are recorded by the Volta Revival. Keeping receipts and 

understanding how our support funding is used is a top priority, which is why we only 

work with partners we know and trust. The Volta Revival Foundation is a registered 

organization in Ghana and is a 501(c)3 non-profit charity under U.S. law. Our annual 

report is sent to all sponsors in February for the prior year. A third-party auditor also 

produces a report annually.  
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Statement of Non-Discrimination 

The Volta Revival Foundation awards sponsorship to students based on need and merit. 

The Volta Revival Foundation does not discriminate between students based on religion, 

sexuality, gender, ethnic affiliation, skin color, national origin, citizenship, difference in 

ability, or any other category protected by law. In addition, the Volta Revival Foundation 

prohibits retaliation against any individual who reports discrimination or who participates 

in any investigation of such reports. This policy covers all scholarship award actions, 

including distribution of applications, selection process and continuance of scholarship 

funding. 
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